GREEK MYTHOLOGY: MONSTER MATCH

KEY

CERBERUS...a multi-headed dog

CHARYBDIS...a sea monster whose face is all mouth and legs are flippers that creates whirlpools

CHIMERA...a lion with a goat’s head on its back and a snake head tail

CYCLOPES...giants with a single eye in the middle of their forehead

GEGENEES...six-armed giants

GORGON...a woman with snakes for hair

HARPY...has the body of a bird and the face of a woman

HIPPALECTRYON...the front half is a horse, the back half is a rooster’s wings, tail and legs

HYDRA...a serpent like beast with many heads and 2 more grow back when one is removed

KARKINOS...a giant crab

MANTICORE...has the body of a lion, a human head with sharp teeth, a dragon or scorpion tale, and may be winged

MINOTAUR...has the head of a bull on the body of a man
SPHINX...face of a woman, wings of a bird and body of a lion